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An integrated proposal to provide bicycle helmets 
and encourage helmet use for Citi Bike users in New 
York City. 



PRELIMINARY RESEARCH 
We observed bikers at Citi Bike locations and noticed that there were no helmets available for use, and 
that Citi Bike users tended not to bring helmets of their own to wear. 

After some preliminary research, we found that 47.5 million Americans bike regularly, an increase from 43 
million bikers three years ago. Furthermore, the popularity of biking is increasing with awareness of 
climate change. The necessity of helmets is increasing with the use of electric scooters and bikes in urban 
areas. We found that 71% of bicycle fatalities occur in urban areas 97% of fatalities were not wearing a 
helmet. 



RESEARCH PLAN
Our research included preliminary research, site observations, in person interviews, online surveys and 
user testing. Our primary points of insight came from survey questions posted in online biking and Citi 
Biking communities in Reddit and Quora. 



ANALYSIS 
The data collected from online communities shows that people feel that helmets are inconvenient. 
Companies have tried to create helmet vending machines and failed. Designers have designed 
disposable helmets, but they haven’t made an impact on the market. Helmet design may not be the 
driving force for more helmet use during bicycling.
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GOAL  
From our research we produced four questions to help focus our research. 

How might we...
...promote more frequent helmet use in New York City through design? 
...design an accessible, engaging and hygienic system for Citi Bike users to obtain helmets?
...design a convenient system for storing bike helmets in urban settings?
...break down the perception of helmets being unattractive?
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New York’s First Helmet Share System 
We designed a system to provide helmets to Citi Bike users in New York City. Our system focuses on 
convenience, access, branding, sanitation and rewards. Our name “melon”, and our branding intends to 
make safety fun and attractive. Melon will be located at Citi Bike locations, providing a new service in a 
pre existing system. Users can interact with Melon through their phone or credit card, which will unlock a 
helmet of their choice from the vending machine. Users with accounts can simply select to use a helmet 
and scan the code on our app. Users without accounts can swipe their credit card, primarily in case a 
helmet goes missing. 



Branding Plan 
Our branding is fun, quirky and eye catching to make helmets more attractive. At the top of our Melon 
vender machines, there is a screen to show our branding and to provide space for advertisements from 
our sponsors. 



Branding 
In the future, we plan on working with artists and designers to create speciality helmets. The images 
above show a helmet concept based off of a Robert Geller design. 



Cost and Funding Strategy  
We want users to be able to access helmets for little cost. In order to allow this, we provide space for 
investors to use our systems for advertisement. 



Sanitation 
We use biodegradable cloth liners for our helmets. These lines are dispensed from our helmet system 
when users make a selection to take a helmet. Liners can then be disposed of without the production of 
waste. 



App Access/Rewards 
The data collected from online communities shows that people feel helmets are inconvenient. 
Companies have tried to create helmet vending machines and failed. Our app allows users to see where 
Melon helmet providers are located and how many helmets are available at their nearest location. Similar 
to “bike angels”, a system to disperse bikes throughout Citi Bike locations, our app allows users to move 
helmets from concentrated locations to locations that need helmets by providing them with rewards for 
our sponsoring companies. This also encourages investors to fund us by directing our users towards their 
products. 



Melon stations rendered at Citi Bike 
locations with figure for scale and 
advertisement renders in Subway 
stations 



JOURNEY MAP 

This journey map shows the process of a user with an account 
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JOURNEY MAP 

This journey map shows the process of a user without an account 
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